The following terms shall apply to the content in the „Classifications” menu on the website of the Hungarian Central Statistical Office (hereinafter referred to as: HCSO) (www.ksh.hu) and to the structure and/or content of classifications transmitted by HCSO in response to user needs (hereinafter referred to as datasets transmitted by HCSO).

The User of the datasets in the menu or transmitted by HCSO in response to user needs adopts and acknowledges upon using the content the terms of use included in the present document and their mandatory nature. The User acknowledges civil and penal liability for all damage caused by violating the present terms.

1 The datasets on the webpage or transmitted by HCSO, except legal content, shall be considered in accordance with Act LXXVI of 1999 on Copyright (Copyright Act) as intellectual work owned by HCSO.

2 When the content of the menu is downloaded or the datasets transmitted by HCSO are accessed, HCSO provides the User a non-exclusive, non-transferable, free right of use of the content without any geographical or time limitations.

3 In the framework of the right of use, the User has the right to:
   a) copy the downloaded website content or the datasets transmitted by HCSO or use them in a collected work with indicating HCSO as the author;
   b) modify or edit the downloaded website content or the datasets transmitted by HCSO, during which the modified datasets shall be clearly distinguished from the original datasets upon finishing editing;
   c) publish or forward the downloaded website content or the datasets transmitted by HCSO, with the exceptions defined under point 4.

4 The User does not have the right to resell the website content or the datasets transmitted by HCSO or use them for profit-making purposes. This limitation does not apply to using for such purposes work considered in accordance with the Copyright Act as individual intellectual work, prepared using the website content.

5 Based on what is stated under point 3 a), the Hungarian Central Statistical Office as author shall be indicated in the following way:
   „Source: Hungarian Central Statistical Office ………………. (attach link)”

6 Based on what is stated under point 3 b), the Hungarian Central Statistical Office as source shall be indicated in the following way:
   „The present document/content was prepared using the ………………………………… (name of content) of the Hungarian Central Statistical Office (link). What is included in this document is the intellectual product solely of …………………………………… (name of author) as author.”

7 Considering that HCSO regularly reviews statistical classifications and the related other documents and takes measures to revise them, the User sharing the website content with third parties as indicated under points 3 a) and b) is obliged to indicate the reference time of the shared content. The User is obliged to draw the attention of his / her own users to the fact that the content of statistical classifications may change and that current classifications are available on the HCSO website (www.ksh.hu).

8 The Copyright terms for the HCSO website shall be applied to any other issues not covered under the above points (http://www.ksh.hu/copyright).